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1. Purpose of Report I Introduction

2.
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Subject: PUBLICATION OF THE COMMUNITY
PAYBACK ANNUAL REPORT 2014/15

The purpose of this report is to advise Committee about the publication of the Community
Payback Annual Report 2014/15

Background

2.1 Section 227ZM of the Criminal (Procedure) Scotland Act 1995 imposes a duty on
local authorities to submit annual reports on the operation of the Community Payback
Order (CPO). The 2014/15 Annual report was published on 16 October 2015. The
report is attached as Appendix 1.

2.2 North Lanarkshire Community Payback Team aims to be a credible service which
addresses offending behaviour, is value for money and is community focussed. Our
Communication Strategy raises awareness and confidence in the positive benefits of
Community Payback and through meaningful community engagement we carry out
unpaid work projects which have been identified as priorities by the community and
make a positive impact for local residents and community groups.

2014/15 Annual Report

3.1 During the 2014/15 financial year, through partnership working and community
consultation, the Community Payback Team carried out a wide range of
environmental and community projects involving service users who completed a total
of 115,000 unpaid work hours. For example:

Large scale projects involved 2500 hours of unpaid work to develop a garden
within Forrest Field Gardens Shelter Housing Complex and 1900 hours of
unpaid work to create a safe play area with a family back garden for a young
son with autism.

The Community Payback team has undertaken 2600 hours of unpaid work at
our Clydeside Market Garden producing over 200 baskets of fruit and
vegetables which were given to the children's houses and sheltered housing
complexes.

. The Women's Community Justice Service has developed a range of
opportunities for women including a craft workshop and placements in charity
shops across North Lanarkshire.

The Community Payback Team are involved with churches and shelter
housing complexes throughout North Lanarkshire in painting and decorating,
grass cutting and other types of gardening work. Further unpaid work has
included littler picking and leaflet drops.
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3.2 Both offenders and beneficiaries are issued with Service Information Leaflets at first
point of contact which allows for complaint or compliment feedback. These returns
are used to inform practice but it should be noted that the overwhelming majority are
positive and of a complimentary nature. We also receive a large number of letters of
thanks and the extremely high level of beneficiary requests for unpaid work
demonstrated a raised awareness and confidence in Community Payback.

3.3 Additionally the North Lanarkshire Community Payback Team has sourced a range of
relevant and comprehensive programmes and services aimed at tackling offending
and anti−social behaviour, while promoting social inclusion and rehabilitation. The
Veterans Mentoring Group offers additional support to those from the Armed Forces
who subsequently became involved in the Criminal Justice system.

3.4 There were a total of 1699 Community Payback Orders imposed in 2014/15 with
unpaid work and supervision being the principle requirements imposed.

3.5 The council's efforts to support individuals to address the underlying factors behind
their offending has necessitated working in partnership with a range of key agencies.
The Women's Community Justice Service has shown this approach has positive
outcomes in assisting individual make positive lifestyle changes.

4. Financial I Personnel I Legal I Policy I Equalities Implications

There are no implications as a direct result of the annual report being provided

5. Recommendations

It is recommended that Committee note the content of the Community Payback Annual
Report 2014/15.

Alison Gordon
Head of Social Work Services

For further information about this report please contact Liz Coates, Manager − Justice Services
on 01698 332040
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Types of unpaid work projects and activities which have been carried out; the
total number of unpaid work hours completed during the year; and information
and examples that help to demonstrate how communities benefit from unpaid
work.
Throughout the financial year 2014−2015 the Community Payback Team have
developed unpaid work placements both on an individual basis and within a
groupwork setting across North Lanarkshire Council. Within the twelve month period
more than 115,000 hours of unpaid work has been undertaken. The local community
have benefited from these hours through a wide range of environmental work being
undertaken as well as supporting the community via specific projects, assisting
charitable organisations and a range of activities as noted below. Work carried out
consisted of both large scale projects and shorter term tasks.

Work Undertaken within Communities:

Large Scale projects:

In November 2014 work within the Caldercruix area of Airdrie was undertaken
for the residents at Forrest Field Gardens which is a sheltered housing
complex. This work involved the development of a garden within the grounds,
a specific seating area and a patio area which the residents could utilise on a
daily basis. In addition to this specific work was undertaken by the community
payback team to ensure that disabled residents who are wheelchair users
were able to easily access the garden area. This work was completed in
March 2015 with over 2500 hours of unpaid work being invested in the Project.
The feedback has been positive with the residents enjoying an area for
relaxation, socialising and spending time with family and friends.

Between October 2014 and December 2014 the Community Payback Team
supported the repair and repainting of two large fences within the Airdrie area
which included a school fence at St Margaret's High school. The Regeneration
and Environmental Team approached the Restorative Justice Team in
October 2014 to assist with this work and a total of 2500 hours were given to
complete this task. This work was completed as agreed by December 2014.
The completion of this work was well received as the local community and the
school appreciated the efforts by the team to make the area look more
presentable and safe for pupils and residents.

Following a request to support a family and their young son who has autism
the Community Payback Team undertook extensive work to create a safe play
area within the family's back garden. This involved a complete redesign of the
garden area ensuring that the work was specifically customised to meet the
child's and the family's needs. A range of recycled materials were used to
make this a comfortable, safe and less costly play area for the family. Of
significant importance to the family was their opportunity to have an area that
would offer their child the space and freedom of safe play whilst giving them
some respite when caring for their child within the family home. Over 1900
unpaid work hours were invested in carrying out this project which the family
viewed as being a huge success.



The Wood Workshop within the Restorative Justice Team at Hunter Street
continues to provide a high volume of good quality garden furniture for a range
of community groups, residents and schools which also includes 3 schools for
pupils with additional support needs. This is reflected in the hard work which
has enhanced the outdoor space for the above organisations/residents. For
example, a range of garden benches and other types of seating, garden
sheds, wooden plant pots, gazebos, wooden fencing have been made to meet
the specific needs of the community/organisations. This work is ongoing
throughout the year. It has been estimated that there has been a saving of
between £20,000 − £30,000 in this financial year for local residents and the
organisations as a result of the work undertaken by the Community Payback
Team.

In partnership with the Armed Forces and Lanarkshire Yeomanry Group the
Community Payback Team have undertaken extensive work on an armed
forces garden within Bellhaven Park, Wishaw which is dedicated to those who
died in service. The work involved the creating of pathways which was also
adapted for people with disabilities, a beautiful planting and seating area,
plaques and a reading board which clearly displays literature about the armed
forces, a brick memorial with an encripted message to the Lanarkshire
Yeomanry and a secure fence which surrounds the garden. The opening of
this garden took place in August 2014 and over 300 people attended including
individuals from overseas. The garden area is very well used by local people,
ex veterans and other family members who continue to visit so that they have
a place where they can have quiet time to reflect and remember their loved
ones. The upkeep of this garden continues on a regular basis by ex veterans
who are/were subject to a Community Payback Order. To date over 4500
hours have been undertaken by the team. In addition to this the garden is
regularly visited by local schools as part of their learning.

Through the development of the Clydesdale Market Garden the Community
Payback Team continue to produce a high volume of fresh fruit and
vegetables which are grown, picked, washed, put into baskets and given to
the local community. During July − September 80% of produce spanning 2600
hours of unpaid work were given to childrens units and sheltered housing
complexes throughout North Lanarkshire Council. There have also been over
200 baskets of fruit and vegetables delivered to the local community. In
addition to the above the Community Payback Team secured an allotment at
Town head, Coatbridge which also produces fruit and vegatables for the local
communities and this particular allotment also produces hanging baskets for
sheltered housing complexes. Consideration has been given to developing
the allotment area to include people from the local community becoming
involved in the growing of their own produce.



Smaller Scale/Individual placements:

Some of the shorter term tasks have included 1500 hours of unpaid work
being undertaken to support grass cutting and other types of gardening work
for vulnerable individuals within sheltered housing complexes throughout
North Lanarkshire. Further unpaid work has also included painting, clearing fly
tipping, litter picking and leaflet drops. Referrals for these projects have been
received from Community Councils, Education, Regeneration Managers and
local residents.

49 women participated in the craft workshop, facilitated by Justice Support
Staff. They produced a variety of items including picture frames, air
fresheners, greeting cards, decorative glassware and knitted baby goods. The
baby goods were donated to the neo−natal unit at Wishaw General Hospital
and the other items were donated to charity shops to assist in the raising of
funds for charitable organisations. Over 2400 hours have been carried out
within the craft workshop. The women have commented on the therapeutic
benefit of the activity, the opportunity to talk to other women and discuss
important issues whilst learning how to access support.

• A number of service users undertake unpaid work in a variety of charity shops
across North Lanarkshire including the Salvation Army, Debra, Cancer
Research, Helping Hand and Barnardos. In recognition of the excellent
contribution of their input some of our service users have been asked to
continue on a voluntary capacity once their unpaid work has ended.

In addition to the above the service endeavours to capitalise on the existing skills,
interests and experience of service users and examples of these are captured below:

• Service users with joinery skills are utilised in the wood workshop
assisting other service users to develop their skills.

• A woman with a specific health condition had a peer mentoring role
within a community group supporting other individuals with a similar
condition.

• Two women with previous experience in administration updated a
resource directory which is used by community groups and
professionals to raise awareness of local service provision.

• 20 women have completed REHIS training and some were able to
utilise their training in settings such as food coops, the Cragineuk
Centre and Shotts Healthy Living. One woman subsequently gained a
place at college to study food hygiene and further her employment
opportunities.



• The Veterans Project which includes 20 ex−veterans who are on or
completed a Community Payback Order mentor ex−veterans who are
newly subject to an Order. Support is focussed on lifestyle change.

In order to accommodate the individual circumstances of service users i.e. health,
age, employment and child care commitments some service users have worked from
home. They are routinely visited at home to oversee their work and collect finished
articles; this has allowed individuals who have previsouly been assessed as
unsuitable to complete unpaid work.

Quotes from people on CPO and beneficiaries about the impact of the unpaid work
on them and/or the community.

North Lanarkshire Council seek feedback from both service users and beneficiaries. A
Service Information Leaflet is issued at the first point of contact. The feedback gathered
from this process is collated, analysed and contributes towards the development of the
service.

Some examples of feedback include −

Beneficiaries

• Young person with Autism − "J's care review meeting was today I showed off some
photos of the progress made with the back garden and all were in agreement that it's
looking great and would be accessible to J so thanks again for everything, Terry
X (Dad)"

• Community Group − Thank you to your community service workers for the work they
have already done to help us clean the overgrown flower beds. The supervisor also
confirmed that a team would return to lay liner and gravel at the smaller garden side
of the community centre before the opening of the club on the 18th August. Mary
President Plains Community Group

• Calder Parish Church − The congregation of Calder Parish Church, Coatbridge would
like to thank you for all your help during 2014/15. It was much appreciated getting
the grass cut throughout the year at both the church and the manse. This not only
helps financially but it is also of great help for our ageing congregation. David
Graham Property Convener Rev. Ian McDonald BD Interim Moderator

• Community group − The work undertaken has been invaluable to assist our small
group to receive an outstanding award. Plains community and school allotment
group

• Sheltered Housing complex − One resident stated "it will make my life a thousand
times better".



Service User Comments:

The service evaluates outcomes by regular case reviews and evaluation questionnaires.
Some quotes from these include −

• I liked being able to work with others

• It helps give me structure and routine back in my life

• I felt I developed a work ethic

• It made me feel confident in using machinery

• It helped me develop some Discipline

• It lead to me gaining fulitime employment

• It made me appreciate what you have in life

• I liked seeing the benefit of what I've done in the community

• I didn't like the Overloads

• Unpaid work has given me back my confidence

• I think more skilled staff would benefit the system

• How your greeted on the van can either be positive or negative

• It is good that we are involved in meaningful activity where you feel you are paying
back to the community

• There could more important things could be done in the community rather than just
painting fences, could be more constructive.

Women have commented on the opportunity to gain recognised awards and utilise their
existing skills;

• "getting the opportunity to have access to qualifications and courses, learning new
skills and picking up things from others"

• "I didn't imagine I would be asked to show other women how to knit"

• "This is the first certificate I have had"



Types of "other activity" carried out as part of the unpaid work or other activity
rea Ui rement.

Within North Lanarksire Council there are a number of services and programmes
that are delivered which cover the "other activity" requirement of unpaid work. These
include the following:

Rolling Programme

This service provides a gender specific rolling programme of information and
education sessions. The programme is delivered by justice staff and a range of
partner agencies which include the following:

• Housing
• Welfare rights/money advice
• Fire and rescue service
• Community learning and development
• Routes to work
• Mentoring project
• Keep well vulnerable population team
• Addiction services

The aim of the programme is to improve health and well being and reducere−offending
by supporting lifestyle, attitude and behavioural change.

Training, Education and Employability Opportunities

Service users are supported to develop their interpersonal, educational and
vocational skills through individual and group interventions. A range of partners
include New College Lanarkshire, community learning development and routes to
work. They provide information and follow up support to enhance opportunities to
access education and training. Five women attended a residential programme run by
Venture Trust aimed at improving self efficacy and job readiness. Discussion has
taken place with New College Lanarkshire to deliver bespoke training linked to
accredited unpaid work placements.

Veterans Mentoring Group

The veterans mentoring group was set up in February 2014 to support those from
the armed forces who subsequently became involved in the criminal justice system.
There are a number of positives to this mentoring group including the focus on peer
support, support from a number of partner agencies which not only offer practical
advice and guidance but also offer a range of supports which include psychological,
emotional and other supports which promote healthy wellbeing. The group operates
weekly and a structured approach to delivering the various topics is adopted. The
group is managed by two members of staff who are ex−veterans.



Individual Work with Service Users

Individuals can be subject to stand alone unpaid work or combined orders. In relation
to the latter "other activity" is determined by the case management plan which
requires a co−ordinated approach by case managers and unpaid work staff. The
following gives a flavour of support and intervention provided as part of "other
activity" −

• Relapse prevention − identifying triggers to behaviour and developing
strategies to prevent /manage relapse to substance misuse.

• Intervention to challenge and change attitudes, values and beliefs i.e. racism
and sectarianism

• Building interpersonal skills i.e. anger management, communication and
relationship skills

Group work Services

Group work programmes delivered within the twelve month period include

Road Traffic Group
CHANGE − This groupwork programme focussed on challenging the
behaviours around domestic violence. However, due to the limitations within
this particular programme it ceased during the reporting period. It was
recognised that further developments were required to deliver a fuller
programme for perpretators of domestic abuse. As a result the new Intimate
Partner Violence Programme has been devised and will provide interventions
on a 2−1 basis or within a groupwork setting. This programme is scheduled to
be rolled early in 2016.
The Community Sex Offender Group work Programme has been replaced by
a new programme noted as Moving Forward Making Changes. This
programme is a rolling programme which commenced in February 2015. The
programme looks at assisting many indiivuduals who have committed sexual
offences make changes to their behaviour whilst enabling them to address
their issues and assist them to reduce their chances of reoffending in the
community.

Promotion of Health and Wellbeing

The service continues to provide the following range of activities to promote the
individuals health and wellbeing:

• Regular health checks and subsequent referral into mainstream health when
required

• North Lanarkshire access leisure cards and referral into get active by health
colleagues

• Living life to the full CBT intervention to promote emotional health
• Overdose and naloxone awareness sessions for service users and their

families
• Home safety checks



Services for Young People under 18

Community alternatives are a dedicated service providing support and individual
/group interventions to young people. This includes

• Youth Bridges
• Restorative Approaches
• Time to Grow

Activities carried out to consult prescribed persons and organisations,
pursuant to section 227ZL of the 1995 Act, and wider communities on the
nature of unpaid work and other activities and how the consultation results
helped determine which projects were undertaken.
Sustained service improvement is ensured through regular consultation with service
users, voluntary, statutory and community groups.

Service users are regularly consulted on existing and potential new unpaid work
placements by the use of suggestion box, entry and exit questionnaires, case review,
focus groups and working groups with service user representation.

The undernoted provides a flavour of the activities carried out to consult
organisations and the wider community and communicate the benefits of Community
Payback Orders:

• Presentations at community councils
• Presentations to elected members
• Presentation at the Voluntary Sector network event
• Consultation with Social Work colleagues − knitting baby items and

landscaping gardens for families in need
• Information leaflets
• Multi−agency optional appraisal event
• Regular article in housing and social work newsletter
• Regular article in Community Justice Authority newsletter
• Restorative Justice newsletter circulated to council staff and accessible to the

general public
• Article in local newspaper
• DVD − explaining purposes of unpaid work and show case work undertaken
• Council Website − accessible to the general public
• Justice representation on strategic steering groups including addciton

partnership board, community safety partnership, women's service and
Justice/Addiction Steering Group

• Information in Alcohol Drug Patrnership Strategy document
• Social Work Scotland unpaid work sub group

In an effort to increase awarenesss and visibility of unpaid work undertaken in the
community Community Payback Order siqnaqe is erected on community projects



and all wooden furniture made in the wood work shop. Members of the public have
postivley commented on the environmental improvements in their community.

Whilst the majority of unpaid work projects are generated from requests from elected
members, learning and leisure, North Lanarshire leisure trust, religious organisations
and NHS Lanarkshire a significant number of requests are due to word of mouth.

In recognition of the achievements the service was nominated for two corporate
awards. The service were successful in winning the category for Health and
Wellbeing and they were also short listed for the environmental category.

Use by the courts of CPO requirements other than unpaid work, for example
what, and in what way, different requirements are being used for those whose
offending is driven by drug, alcohol and mental health issues; or how
requirements such as programme or conduct are being used to address
offendinci behaviour.

Requiremeht 2013−14 2014−15
Supervision 904 864
Compensation 36 33
Unpaid Work or Other Activity 1562 1312
Programme 24 15
Residential 0 2
Mental Health 2 1
Drug Treatment 2 4
Alcohol Treatment 6 15
Conduct 178 106
Restricted Movement 0 0

The table above provides a breakdown of the CPO requirements for the financial
years 2013−2014 and 2014−2015. There were a total of 1699 Community Payback
Orders imposed in this financial year. This reflects a slight reduction in the amount
of Orders imposed by the court.

The principal requirements used by the Court are unpaid work (77% CPO) and
supervision (51 %CPO). The use of the compensation requirement within the
Community Payback Order is relatively stable and has not significantly fluctuated
since the imposition of the new sentencing legislation.

In relation to the programme requirement social workers at the report writing stage
recognise that it is beneficial that an assessment should be undertaken in the first
instance to dertermine if the person is suitable for groupwork or not. To this end
practice has developed in that social workers are recommending that the Order
stipulates that the person will be required to attend a programme once they have
been suitably assessed. This flexibility has been built into the Orders from the Court
and this therefore may account for the reduction in the use of the programme
requirement.

The conduct requirement within the Community Payback Order is viewed as
appropriate in tackling re−offending behaviour, addressing victim issues, community
safety and public protection. In response to addressing addiction issues within North
Lanarkshire it is encouraciinci that all Justice staff have been trained in brief



intervention and motivational interviewing. This training enables the staff to deliver
interventions within the supervision process without having to go to a more specialist
service. However, where it is deemed appropriate for specialist support referrals are
forwarded to the designated addiction team.

Any issues affecting access to services which are provided by other partners
(e.g. drug and alcohol services) and, where such issues have been identified,
what work is underway to resolve them.

It is recognised that due to the complex needs that service users experience this can
impact on their ability to meaningfully engage in support or services being provided.
As a result of this North Lanarkshire take a very structured approach to
supervision/unpaid work which includes joint work with partner agencies such as
money advice, welfare rights, keep well nurses and mentors.This has proved
successful in raising the attendance rates from service users.

For example it has been established that prior to the introduction of the womens
community justice service 59% of women referred to addiction services were
subsequently discharged due to their failure to attend. Following the placement of a
substance misuse nurse within the women's service one day per week the non
compliance rate dropped and there was a significant improvement in engagement.
30 women received a specialist drug assessment, 8 women were tested for BBV, 10
women were tested for STI and 2 women were supplied with Naloxone. None of the
aforementioned services would have been successfully provided without the
intervention of a dedicated nurse.

As already noted earlier in the report all justice staff across North Lanarkshire
Council have been trained in alcohol brief intervention and motivational interviewing.
This has allowed staff to deliver brief advice and preparatory motivational work to
enhance the likelihood of engaging service users with specialist services.

It is of equal importance to note that Justice Services in North Lanarkshire are
represented at key multi−agency strategic and operational steering groups such as
the Addiction Partnership Board, the Justice and Addiction Drug Death Review
Group and locality planning groups. This has allowed services to develop a shared
understanding of desired outcomes for people in the criminal justice system and a
shared agenda for improving provision.

Any other relevant information. This might include details of work which is
carried out with individuals on CPOs to address their offending behaviour but
which does not fall into the cateQorv of a specific reauirement.

North Lanarkshire Council's efforts are focusing on supporting individuals to address
the underlying factors behind their offending which has necessitated working in
partnership with health, voluntary and universal services to provide a range of
interventions and support. This partnership working has been evident in the ethos of
the women's service and the contribution partner agencies provide for males on
unpaid work. The introduction of mentoring services for male/female service users
provide the additional support required for many individuals at risk of breaching their
order as well as providing practical support to engage with services and assist them
to make positive lifestyle changes.



Community Bridges Project

In August 2011 North Lanarkshire Council Justice Services and SODEXO (HMP
Addiewell) established a new partnership working across organisational boundaries
to improve the service to men serving under 4 years in HMP Addiewell. The
Lanarkshire Community Bridges Project targets men who are dependant on
alcohol/drugs and subsequently releasedinto Lanarkshire by providing support which
may interrupt the 'revolving door' scenario that many short−term prisoners
experience. Participation in the project is voluntary. This Project has proved very
successful and ongoing evaluations continue to produce positive results. The
Project has also won awards and as well as having been shortleeted on a number of
occasions for a variety of categories relating to the provision/quality of service
delivery.

Youth Bridges Project

This service works with young people through their time in custody to support a
positive transition back into the community. The Project offers a comprehensive
support package to young people coming out of prison so that they can make
positive choices, gain employment, address their health issues, accommodation
issues and engage with other relevant services which will divert them from future
offending behaviours. The service is responsive to need and offers support over
weekends and evenings as well as week days.

All of the above services continue to run within the North Lanarkshire area. These
also include the new developments identified in last year's annual report such as the
Women's Community Justice Services and the Veterans Mentoring Services.

Women's Community Justice Service

The North Lanarkshire Women's Community Justice Service was set up in response
to recommendations in the Commission on Women's Offenders Report 2012 and
with the support of short term funding provided by the Scottish Government.

The service has been operational since 1 April 2014 and works in partnership with
health, social work, community and voluntary colleagues to provde a range of
interventions and support to reduce reoffending. Services are also focussed on
having an effective response to addressing the health and wellbeing of women in the
criminal justice system.

The Women's Communtiy Justice Service has developed significantly in the first year
of operation, moving disconnected services for women within the criminal justice
system to a single service. It has been acknowledged that addressing the multiple
problems faced by women in the justice system can be difficult within the current
structure of treatment and support but the service has taken a creative and flexible
approach to working with women. Securing the support from a range of other
providers and using feedback from the women has not only helped shape the service



but has also given the women a sense of ownership and control over their own
future.
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